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Occlusion is a difficult problem for appearance-based
target tracking, especially when we need to track multi-
ple targets simultaneously and maintain the target identi-
ties during tracking. To cope with the occlusion problem
explicitly, this paper proposes a dynamic Bayesian network
which accommodates an extra hidden process for occlusion
and stipulates the conditions on which the image observa-
tion likelihood is calculated. The statistical inference of
such a hidden process can reveal the occlusion relations
among different targets, which makes the tracker more ro-
bust against partial even complete occlusions. In addition,
considering the fact that target appearances change with
views, another generative model for multiple view represen-
tation is proposed by adding a switching variable to select
from different view templates. The integration of the occlu-
sion model and multiple view model results in a complex
dynamic Bayesian network, where extra hidden processes
describe the switch of targets’ templates, the targets’ dy-
namics, and the occlusions among different targets. The
tracking and inferencing algorithms are implemented by the
sampling-based sequential Monte Carlo strategies. Our ex-
periments show the effectiveness of the proposed probabilis-
tic models and the algorithms.

1 Introduction
Tracking targets based on their appearances play an im-

portant role in many applications such as intelligent human
computer interaction and video surveillance. For example,
before the detailed facial motion can be recovered and be-
fore the human identities can be recognized, we need to lo-
cate and track faces in video sequences. An effective way is
through matching and tracking face appearances. Since im-
age appearances provide more comprehensive visual infor-
mation to represent the targets, e.g., the faces, appearance-
based tracking methods receive more and more attention.

However, if a target is partially or completely occluded,
its visual appearance would dramatically deviate from its
appearance template as we set for tracking. Thus, occlusion
becomes a special and difficult problem for appearance-
based tracking. In addition, if we are concerned about mul-

tiple targets, explicit handling of occlusion is indispensable
for tracking, since occlusion would probably occur when
different targets interact.

This paper addresses the occlusion problem in the multi-
ple target tracking scenario. Different from other works on
tracking multiple targets, this paper aims at solving the oc-
clusion relationships besides keeping the trajectories. Our
method is based on a dynamic Bayesian network which
models the occlusion process explicitly. This model con-
sists of multiple hidden Markov processes: the dynamics of
each individual target, and the process of the occlusion re-
lation. In addition, the model describes the formation (or
generation) of the image observations, jointly conditioned
on the targets states and their occlusion relations. Then,
tracking is to infer the states of all these hidden Markov
chains based on the sequence of image observations.

In addition, we investigate two representations for the
appearances: i.e., single view and multiple views. The sin-
gle view appearance is represented by an appearance tem-
plate associated with a transformation that depicts the mo-
tion and deformation of the template. Since the appearances
change with views, we extend this “view+transformation”
representation to the multiple view case, by switching
among a set of templates and transformations. This mecha-
nism is also modelled by a generative model which contains
a hidden switching process.

The combination of the occlusion modelling and the
multiple view representation results in a multilevel dynamic
Bayesian network. Due to the complexity in the structure
of the generative model, the inference of the model is ap-
proximated by the sampling-based sequential Monte Carlo
strategies. Various test sequences showed the effectiveness
of this approach to handle the occlusion situations.

The proposed approach accommodates the inference of
the occlusion relations of multiple targets and the switch
of multiple views into a probabilistic tracking framework.
Not limited to multiple face tracking, the proposed genera-
tive model is general and valid for many tracking scenarios
which need to handle occlusion explicitly.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 3 presents the
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dynamic Bayesian network for occlusion. The sequential
Monte Carlo strategy is described in Section 4. Section 5
presents the multiple view appearance model. The genera-
tive model that combines the occlusion model and multiple
view switching can also be found in Section 5. Experiments
are given in Section 6 and conclusions are in Section 7.

2 Previous Work
The target representations affect the effectiveness and

efficiency of tracking algorithms. Many approaches have
been studied based on different target representations,
e.g., image appearances [2, 3, 6, 9, 17] and geometrical
shapes [1, 7, 15]. Shape-based approaches are concerned
about the matching between shape models and image fea-
tures. They need to deal with more ambiguities in tracking
but are less sensitive to lighting. On the other hand, since
massive image appearance data contain very rich informa-
tion for characterizing targets, appearance-based methods
would not be sensitive to image resolutions, but special at-
tention needs to be taken for deformation and lighting.

Many different types of appearance models have been
investigated, such as color appearances [3], eigen appear-
ances [2], texture appearances [9], layered image template
appearances [17], and the appearances combining image
template and lighting [6]. All of these models parameterize
the appearances for target representations. Tracking targets
includes the estimation of these parameters.

There are two methodologies to this problem:bottom-up
andtop-down. The bottom-up approaches generally formu-
late the problem as nonlinear optimization problems which
minimize some error functions, e.g., flow residue [2, 6] and
color discrepancy [3]. On the other hand, the top-down ap-
proaches adopt the idea ofanalysis-by-synthesis, by directly
verifying plenty of hypotheses [7, 15].

Most bottom-up algorithms are computationally more
efficient, but they are subject to the validation of the small
motion assumption, and it is hard for them to cope with oc-
clusions unless the appearance model itself is robust against
occlusions. On the other hand, most top-down algorithms
involve more computation, but the motion estimation tends
to be more accurate and more robust. In addition, occlusion
can be modelled from top-down in the same framework.

The generative model approaches take a top-down
methodology, by modelling the hidden factors that would
affect the observed data [10]. Once the structure and the
parameters of the model are set, those hidden factors can
be inferred and the parameters can be learnt from the data.
As a special case, dynamic Bayesian networks model dy-
namic systems and temporal signals [16]. The inference of
the networks provides tracking results directly.

To track multiple appearances with occlusions, this pa-
per describes a class of dynamic Bayesian networks that ac-
commodates the hidden process of occlusion and model the
switching of the appearance templates of multiple views.

3 A Generative Model for Occlusion
We take a “view+transformation” approach to represent

the state of a target, which consist of an appearance template
T and a transformationH. The templateT can be any kind
of templates, such as an image template, an edge map tem-
plate, or a texture template. The transformationH can be
an affine transformation or a homography transformation.

To make the description clearer, we limit the description
to the situation of tracking two targets (i.e., A and B). We
denote thetarget stateof targetk at timet byXk

t . The track-
ing task is to inferXA

t andXB
t based on all the observed

image evidenceZt = {Z1, · · · ,Zt}, whereZt is the im-
agemeasurement(or observation) at timet, i.e., to estimate
p(Xt|Zt) = p((XA

t ,XB
t )|Zt), whereXt = (XA

t ,XB
t ).

We are concerned about the occlusions between these
targets, i.e., a target is occluded by a known object. This pa-
per does not investigate a more challenging situation where
the target is occluded by a completely unknown object,
since no clue from the occluding object can be used for oc-
clusion detection. But it will be part of our future work.

The tracking process can be viewed as the density prop-
agation [7] fromp(Xt−1|Zt−1) to p(Xt|Zt), and it is gov-
erned by the dynamic modelp(Xt+1|Xt) and the observa-
tion modelp(Zt|Xt), since we have

p(Xt|Zt) ∝ p(Zt|Xt)
∫

p(Xt|Xt−1)p(Xt−1|Zt−1)dXt−1

In addition, since the motion of two targets are indepen-
dent, we havep(Xt|Xt−1) = p(XA

t |XA
t−1)p(XB

t|XB
t−1).

Then we have

p(Xt|Zt) ∝ p(Zt|XA
t ,XB

t )
∫

p(XA
t |XA

t−1)

×p(XB
t |XB

t−1)p(Xt−1|Zt−1)dXt−1

If there is no occlusion between A and B, the obser-
vation likelihood p(Zt|XA

t ,XB
t ) can be uniquely deter-

mined. However, when one target occludes the other, the
occlusion relation has to be known before the likelihood
can be uniquely calculated, i.e., the likelihood should be
conditioned on the occlusion relations additionally. Let
αt ∈ {0, 1, 2} denote the occlusion relation, i.e.,αt = 0
indicates no occlusion,αt = 1 indicates A

∧
B, andαt = 2

indicates B
∧

A, where
∧

means “occludes”. Then based
on the joint likelihoodp(Zt|XA

t ,XB
t , αt), we have

p(Xt, αt|Zt) ∝ p(Zt|XA
t ,XB

t , αt)
∫

p(XA
t |XA

t−1)

×p(XB
t |XB

t−1)p(αt|αt−1)p(Xt−1, αt−1|Zt−1)dXt−1

(1)
wherep(αt|αt−1) describes the transition of occlusion rela-
tion. Thus, based on Equation 1, the probabilistic dynamic
system can be illustrated by a factorized graphical model (a
factorized dynamic Bayesian network) in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: A hidden process{αt} is accommodated in the dy-
namic Bayesian network to present the occlusion relationships.

The posterior density of occlusion can be obtained
through integrating outXA

t andXB
t from the joint poste-

rior probability, i.e.,

p(αt|Zt) =
∫ ∫

p(XA
t ,XB

t , αt|Zt)dX
A
t dXB

t (2)

As a generative model, this dynamic Bayesian network
models the forwarding process of image formation. In the
graphical model, there are three hidden Markov processes,
{XA

t }, {XB
t } and{αt}, which are to be inferred from the

observation dataZt, based on all the conditional probabil-
ities as illustrated by arrows in the graph. Specifically, to
characterize the model, we need to model the dynamics of
the two targetsp(XA

t |XA
t−1) andp(XB

t |XB
t−1), the transi-

tion modelp(αt|αt−1) of the occlusion process{αt}, and
the observation likelihoodp(Zt|XA

t ,XB
t , αt).

We employ a constant velocity model for the target dy-
namicsp(Xk

t |Xk
t−1), k ∈ {A,B}. In addition, the transi-

tion p(αt|αt−1) of the occlusion process is described by a
finite state machine, i.e.,

Tα = [Tα(i, j)] = [p(αt = j|αt−1 = i)].

The observation likelihoodp(Zt|XA
t ,XB

t , αt) is mod-
elled based on the innovations, i.e, the discrepancies be-
tween the predicted appearance and the actual image ob-
servations. Denote the predicted region of thek-th target at
time t by Rk

t = R(Xk
t ). Then, the predicted region ofXt

is the union of two targets’, i.e.,

Rt = R(Xt) = R((XA
t ,XB

t )) = RA
t

⋃
RB

t

The actual image appearance observation is collected on the
predicted regionRt and denoted byI(Rt). Denote the pred-
icated appearance byTt = T (XA

t ,XB
t , αt) which depends

on the value ofαt. As illustrated in Figure 2, we denote the
overlapping region of the two targets by

Ot = O(Xt) = O((XA
t ,XB

t )) = RA
t

⋂
RB

t

which is independent ofαt. Then,∀u ∈ Rt,

Tt(u) =





TA(XA
t (u)), u ∈ RA

t −Ot

TB(XB
t (u)), u ∈ RB

t −Ot

TC(XC
t (u)), u ∈ Ot

AR
O

RB AT

AT
T B

Figure 2:The occlusion relations ofα = 1.

whereu is a pixel location in a region, andC indicates the
occluding target, i.e.,

C = C(αt) =





φ, αt = 0
A, αt = 1
B, αt = 2

Then, the observation likelihood is modelled by:

p(Zt|Xt, αt) ∝ exp
[
−

∑
u∈Rt

D(Tt(u), It(u))
M(Rt)

]
(3)

whereM(Rt) is the number of pixels in the regionRt, and
D(Tt(u), It(u)) = |Tt(u)− It(u)|2.

Specially attention should be taken for the case where
one target is fully occluded by the other one as illustrated
in Figure 3, since no image evidence can be used to support
the existence of the fully occluded target. Consequently,
the tracker would not be able to follow the occluded target
again. Under this circumstance, the regain of tracking the

RA

BR =O

TA

TB

Figure 3:Target B is fully occluded by A.

fully occluded target would depends on motion prediction
of target and the detection around the border of the occlud-
ing target. Such a mechanism can be implemented by re-
ducing the likelihood of the full occlusion events. Then,
we havep(Zt|Xt, αt) ∝ exp [−H(Zt,Xt, αt)], where
H(Zt,Xt, αt) =

∑
u∈RA

t
D(TA

t (u), It(u)) +
∑

u∈RB
t
D(TB

t (u), It(u))

M(RA
t ) + M(RB

t )
(4)

4 Sequential Monte Carlo Tracking
The densely-connected structure of the factorized graph-

ical model as shown in Figure 1 is complex. The structure
variational analysis can be taken to analyze the graphical
model [11]. Analytical results of a set of fixed-point equa-
tions were obtained based on some simplifications such as
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linear observation likelihood [5, 11]. In addition, the fixed-
point equations reveal a co-inference phenomenon [19].
However, in general, the exact probabilistic inference of the
hidden processes would be very difficult especially when
the observation likelihood is complicated.

On the other hand, statistical sequential Monte Carlo
strategies provide a computational approach to this prob-
lem [4, 13, 14], in which a probability density is approxi-
mated by a set of weighted particles. The evolution of the
set of particles according to the dynamic Bayesian network
characterizes the behavior of the dynamic system, and the
hidden processes can be recovered from the set of particles.
Many particle-based algorithms have been studied for vi-
sual tracking [7, 15, 19].

We take a sequential Monte Carlo approach to inferenc-
ing the factorized dynamic Bayesian network in Figure 1.
The posterior densityp(XA

t ,XB
t , αt|Zt) is represented by

a set of weighted particles{xA,(n)
t , x

B,(n)
t , α

(n)
t , π(n)}. The

sampling-based algorithm is summarized in Figure 4.

Generate{xA,(n)
t+1 , x

B,(n)
t+1 , α

(n)
t+1, π

(n)
t+1} from {xA,(n)

t ,

x
A,(n)
t , α

(n)
t , π

(n)
t }.

1. Re-sampling.
Resample the particle set{xA,(n)

t , x
B,(n)
t , α

(n)
t } to

produce{x′A,(n)
t , x

′B,(n)
t , α

′(n)
t } based on{π(n)

t }.

2. Prediction. For each(x′A,(n)
t , x

′B,(n)
t , α

′(n)
t ):

(a) sample the density of the target dynamics
p(xA

t+1|xA
t ) to producexA,(n)

t+1 from x
′A,(n)
t ;

(b) sample the target dynamicsp(xB
t+1|xB

t ) to

producexB,(n)
t+1 from x

′B,(n)
t ;

(c) sample the finite state machineTα of
p(αt+1|αt) to produceα(n)

t+1 from α
′(n)
t .

3. Correction. Re-weight each particle by calcu-
lating the likelihood

π
(n)
t+1 = p(Zt+1|xA,(n)

t+1 , x
B,(n)
t+1 , α

(n)
t+1).

Then normalize all the new weights to 1.

Figure 4:The sequential Monte Carlo algorithm for the factorized
dynamic Bayesian network in Figure 1.

Based on the weighted particle set at each time instant,
we obtain the estimation of the hidden states:

X̂k
t =

∑
n

x
k,(n)
t π

(n)
t , k = {A,B},

α̂t = arg max
α

∑

α
(n)
t =α

π
(n)
t , α = {0, 1, 2}.

5 Switching Multiple Views
Most appearance-based methods are sensitive to view

changes and large deformations, since appearances are
view-based. Subspace-based techniques can be employed
to learn the appearance-based representations which are ro-
bust to views [12] and large appearance changes [2]. These
representations are suitable for target detection and recog-
nition, but the dimensionality of the subspace is high for the
tracking tasks.

To model view changes, we simplify the subspace-based
approaches, and represent a target by maintaining a finite
set of examplar view templates, each of which is associ-
ated with a transformation, i.e.,{(T1,H1), · · · , (TV ,HV )}.
Denote an indicator variable byβ ∈ {1, · · · , V }. Our
representation stipulates that the whole set of appearances
under different views can be divided into a set of non-
overlapped subsets represented by(Tβ ,Hβ). In other
words, for any appearance, a unique view templateTβ

and a suitable transformation exist. This method ex-
tends the “view+transoformation” approach to a “switch
view+transformation” representation in the spirit of the
Toyama and Blake’s examplar-based tracking [18].

This representation is different from subspace represen-
tations. In subspace methods, since an appearance is mod-
elled by a linear/nonlinear combination of a set of appear-
ance basis, the methods are global. On the other hand, our
“switch view+transformation” approach identifies a specific
“mode” (although it is a special case of linear combination),
and it is local, like a piece-wise spline in the appearance
space. Thus, our approach uses a switchβ to switch among
different “modes” or views templates.

A

AAA

AA

Zt+1

t

t+1β

t+1

β t

Xt-1X

t-1β

t

X

Zt-1Z

Figure 5: A discrete hidden process{βA
t } is used to switch

among different views of the target A.

Accommodating this switching view representation in
the generative model, the dynamic Bayesian net for a sig-
nal target can be illustrated in Figure 5, where{βA

t } is the
hidden process, and we have

p(XA
t+1, β

A
t+1|XA

t , βA
t ) = p(XA

t+1|XA
t , βA

t+1)p(βA
t+1|βA

t )

wherep(XA
t+1|XA

t , βA
t+1) describes the switch of view tem-

plates and its dynamics, andp(βA
t+1|βA

t ) models the transi-
tion of the switch event which is stipulated by a finite state
machine:

TA
β = [TA

β (i, j)] =
[
p(βA

t = j|βA
t−1 = i)

]
.
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Although we can perform the structure variational anal-
ysis on this graphical model in Figure 5 (see [16]), a more
flexible approach for inferencing is again the sequential
Monte Carlo strategies. Similar to the mixed-stateCON-
DENSATION [8], a particle for the target A is represented as
{xA,(n)

t , β
A,(n)
t , π

(n)
t }. The evolution of the set of particles

is generated by the dynamic Bayesian net model. The esti-
mate of the view is given by:

β̂A
t = arg max

β

∑

β
(n)
t =β

π
(n)
t ; (5)

X̂A
t =

∑

β
(n)
t =β̂A

t

π
(n)
t x

A,(n)
t π

(n)
t . (6)

Naturally, the combination of the occlusion model in
Figure 1 and the model for switching views in Figure 5 re-
sults in a new dynamic Bayesian network as illustrated in
Figure 6, which models the occlusion of multiple targets as
well as multiple views. Taking the sequential Monte Carol

A
tX
A

t+1XXt-1

A

A

β

t-1

t+1β

B
t+1β Bβ

t-1XB
tX
B

t+1XB

Z t-1

A

Z t
Zt+1

α
t-1 tα t+1α

t
Aβ

β

t-1

t
B

Figure 6:A hidden process{αt} controls the occlusion relations
among different targets and{βk

t } switches among different views
for thek-th target, wherek ∈ {A, B}.

methods similar as those in previous sections, the inference
of this dynamic Bayesian net is straightforward.

6 Experiments
The proposed methods have been applied to the task of

tracking two moving and occluding faces. We report the
experiments in three tracking scenarios including occlusion,
view changes and the combination of the two.

Our first experiment was concerned about the inference
of occlusions induced by the interaction of two targets, and
the generative model in Figure 1 applied. In this case, the
appearance of a face was represented by a single pre-trained
view template of the face and an affine transformation. The
tracking task was to estimate the affine parameters for both
templates as well as the occlusion relation when the two
faces crossed. We employed two types of view templates:
one was the image template, and the other was the texture
template based on wavelet transformations.

Since the overlapping can be directly calculated once
XA,(n)

t andXB,(n)
t are given, the uncertainty remained for

occlusion variableαt is eitherαt = 1 or α = 2. Then the
transition of{αt} is reduced to a two-state machine. In the
experiment, we set

Tα = p(αj |αi) =
[

0.8 0.2
0.2 0.8

]
, i, j ∈ {1, 2}. (7)

because we found the results were not sensitive toTα.
The tracking results can be seen in “occlusion.mpg ”1.
Some sample frames of the tracking results are shown in
Figure 7. In this experiment, the size of the particle set was
2000. When the two faces crossed, the tracker proved to
keep locking on the two faces with the right identities, be-
cause the occlusion relation was recovered during tracking,
which greatly helped to maintain the identities of different
targets. The occlusion was estimated by maximizing thea
posteriori in Equation 5. The recovered occlusion process
{αt} is shown in Figure 8. The estimates of the occlusion

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
−0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Figure 8:The recovered occlusion process{αt}.

relations were quite accurate, except for the frames where
the occlusion was about to occur or about to finish. But
this phenomenon was reasonable since the occlusion rela-
tions were weak and uncertain at those time instants. Since
a face went back and forth in front of the other face in the
sequence, the occlusion eventsα = 1 occurred in two time
intervals. This is clearly indicated in Figure 8.

Figure 9:The three view templates used for the multiple appear-
ances switching.

The second experiment was about the multiple view
model, and the generative model in Figure 5 applied. The
task was to track a single face but the motion of the face
contains out-plane rotations, which resulted in multiple dis-
tinguishable views. In this experiment, we exploited three
view templates: one front view, and two profile views, with
three homography transformations associated with each

1All results can be accessed from http://www.ece.nwu.edu/˜yingwu
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Figure 7: Two faces are tracked (in red or green) during the occlusion. One becomes dark if occluded. Their occlusion relations are
inferred and the identities of the two faces are maintained. (See “occlusion.mpg ” for detail.)

template. The three templates are shown in Figure 9. Here,
β = 1/2/3 denotes left profile, front and right profile views,
respectively. The transition of the view switching process
{βt} was a three-state FSM:

Tβ = p(βj |βi) =




0.8 0.15 0.05
0.1 0.8 0.1
0.05 0.15 0.8


 . (8)

The result for the single face with multiple views is
shown in the sequence “multiview.mpg ”. Some sam-
ple frames are shown in Figure 10. The size of the parti-
cle set in the sequential Monte Carlo inference was 1000.
When the face turned, the correct view template was au-
tomatically selected and the tracker switched to this view
template and kept tracking. Since the particle set represents
the density, it implicitly keeps all the view hypotheses and
the priors of these hypotheses are propagated from previous
time instants. The calculation of the likelihood of the im-
age observation given these view hypotheses can strengthen
or weaken these hypotheses. The one with the maximum
posterior probability was selected as the estimation of the
view template “mode” at each time instant. The recovered
process of mode switching is shown in Figure 11. We see

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

Figure 11:The recovered switching process{βt}.

clearly from this figure that the person turns his head around
when he moves.

In the third experiment, we tracked two faces under oc-
clusion and multiple views, and the method in Figure 6 ap-
plied. The same as the second experiment, we used a three-
view templates with homography transformations. AndTα

used Equation 7, andTA
β andTB

β used Equation 8.
The sequence “occlu multiview.mpg ” demon-

strates the tracking result for the two faces with multiple
views. Some sample frames are shown in Figure 12. Due
to the complexity of the dynamic Bayesian net in Figure 6
used in this experiment, more particles are needed for ef-
fective Monte Carlo. We used 4000 particles to obtain the

result. By accommodating the processes of occlusion and
view switching, the tracker needs to infer more hidden fac-
tors based on the image observations, thus more computa-
tion is involved. But the payoff is huge: the tracker becomes
more robust and the recovered hidden factors provide quan-
titative clues for evaluating the tracking performance online.

7 Discussion and Conclusions
Appearance-based tracking is useful in many applica-

tions such as face tracking, but is confronted by the prob-
lem of occlusion, especially when multiple appearances
are concerned. This paper presents a generative model
to accommodate a hidden process of occlusion relations
among multiple targets. The likelihood of the image ob-
servation is conditioned on the configuration of the states
of multiple appearances as well as an occlusion relation
among them. Graphically, such a generative model is a
factorized dynamic Bayesian network with multiple hid-
den Markov chains. In addition, this paper also presents
a multiple view representation for appearances by a “switch
view+transformation” approach. Accommodating multi-
ple views in the dynamic Bayesian network results in a
mode-switch model. The inference of the hidden processes
is made possible through particle-based sequential Monte
Carlo methods, by which the the mode and transformations
of different appearances as well as their occlusion relations
can be recovered.

The generative models explicitly represent the hidden
factors which affect the image observations, thus the recov-
ery of these hidden factors would provide significant inter-
pretation of the image sequences besides tracking. Since
analytical results are in general hard to obtain, when more
factors are included in the generative model, the computa-
tional complexity tends to be more tremendous. Thus, more
efficient Monte Carlo methods should be developed to ease
these computational issues. In addition, instead of preset-
ting the parameters in the models, learning these parame-
ters from training data would be more plausible. Our future
work will include these two issues.
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Figure 10:Tracking one face with out-plane rotations with the switching multiple view model. A suitable appearance template is selected
automatically at each time instant. (See “multiview.mpg ” for detail.)

Figure 12: Two faces move across inducing occlusion, and the motion of the faces contains out-plane rotations. The occlusion (the
occluded one is shown in dark) are inferred and the suitable view templates are switched. (See “occlu multiview.mpg ” for detail.)
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